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Embracing Hybrid Work
With Next-Gen WiFi solutions by Cisco Meraki, you can create safe, secure and adaptive
smart spaces that power up productivity everywhere, letting your teams thrive in the
office, at home or beyond. 

Let's leverage best-in-class technologies to deliver your team's boundless workplace.

Effortlessly work everywhere,
unbound and protected.

Transform //

Transforming how great work happens

Protect Data: With advanced security
measures and real-time intelligence,
let's protects data in motion.

Work Everywhere: With a Meraki cloud-
first system, employees and teams can
work best together - hybrid or remotely.

Get More Done: With Meraki, we
streamline, connect and automate
processes, boosting productivity.

Smart Workplaces: Deploy IoT with
confidence and make your digital and
physical spaces 10X smarter. 



mwtg.com.au

Evaluate and test your current
environment. Set clear objectives for
your Smart Work transformation.

Design an integrated, technical
solution tightly aligned with business

objectives and environmental factors.

Implement smart cameras, sensors,
wireless access points with centralised
platform analysis and control.

Use automation to monitor and refine
the deployed environment sustaining
performance and amplify value.

Empower your workforce with the
necessary skills to utilize the new

technology optimally with ease.

+61 3 9095 8031
sales@mwtg.com.au

Getting started
Let's explore how Next-Gen WiFI can
transform your workspace today.

We partner with

1. Define

2. Plan

3. Deploy

5. Optimise

4. Educate

Delivering your Smart Workplace Why engage Murdoch Webster

Expertise: Our team of experienced and
qualified networking experts can
provide guidance on best practices
delivering your Smart Work
environment.

Comprehensive Coverage: With care
and expertise we design, deploy and
support all aspects of wired, wireless
and IoT ecosystems.

Flexibility & Scalability: We right-size
your Smart Work strategy to scale as
your business grows.

78%
Of organisations perceive the C-suite
as placing a high priority on enabling
a hybrid workforce.

Cisco Meraki - Supporting a Hybrid Workforce

https://mwtg.com.au/
https://meraki.cisco.com/experiences/hybrid-workforce/
https://meraki.cisco.com/experiences/remote-workforce/
https://meraki.cisco.com/experiences/safe-environments/
https://meraki.cisco.com/what-is/sase/

